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Ava Little ~ Structure Script
Thomas Roper - WTHS, September 16th, 2022

Nat Sound Beginning - (Ava tuning up to play an instrument/bass plug-in)

Intro VO: This year, Tupelo High School was introduced to freshman Ava Little, the
first female student to join Structure Show Choir Band. Ava takes part in many
aspects of the classroom and says she found a love of making music with her fellow
classmates.

Interview-Ava: I really overall just being able to play music with a bunch of super
talented musicians and to just to play more than for myself.

VO 1: Throughout the years of creating her musical journey, Ava´s Mom, says she
had a passion for learning and playing a variety of instruments from a young age.

Interview-Jennifer: She's basically always loved music, anything from playing
bongos when she was a toddler till she got her first guitar when she was 4. She's
always played on the piano and just begged to learn how to play instruments and
learned very quickly, she could just watch somebody play something and repeat it.

VO 2: Mrs.Smithey serves as director of the group and has the honor to teach these
talented students everyday. She credits Ava for all of her hard work and setting a
good example for other musicians in the future.

Interview-Smithey: Ava was the first brave one to step forward and join in with all
the boys on stage and become apart of the group and so, shes had a great impact, and
she will help me throughout the year to show people that girls can rock and roll too.

VO 3: For as long as Structure has been here at THS, it has been dominated by boys.
Her spirit will leave an impact for other females to strive towards their dreams.

Interview-Ava: I think it's probably a real maybe ground breaker and stuff, just
introducing a female into something that you know boys have done for ever since

https://youtu.be/TYG4VkgW31s


structure was has started and stuff. So hopefully this is normal now to have girls in
Structure which I think would be awesome.

Outro VO: With a personality full of enthusiasm and dedication, she has
accomplished many goals and will continue to excel in the years to come. I´m
Thomas Roper, WTHS News. (Ava placing bass into case as ending)

Video Ideas:

1. Wide & Medium shots ~ Structure Group + Ava
2. Ava - alone (ALL elements)
3. Tight shots of different musicians playing
4. Tight shots of Ava playing a variety of instruments
5. Video of Mrs. Smithey in class (conducting/helping students)
6. Wide and Medium shots of Ava in natural habitat at home
7. Video of Ava tuning up instrument(s)  for NAT sound beginning


